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Software Source code: pillar of Open Science

A plurality of needs

**Researcher**
- archive and reference software used in articles
- find useful software
- get credit for developed software
- verify/reproduce/improve results

**Laboratory/team**
- track software contributions
- produce reports / web page

**Research Organization**
- know its software assets
  - technology transfer
  - impact metrics
Software is not (just) data

Software has multiple facets in research

- a **tool**
- a **research outcome** or result
- the object of **study**

Source code is **special**

Software **evolves** over time

- projects may last decades
- the **development history** is key to its **understanding**

Layers of **complexity**

- **millions** of lines of code
- large **web of dependencies**
- sophisticated **developer communities**

Matplotlib library

Python dependencies

Real dependencies

Fake OS dependencies induced by package granularity
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What is software?

**Software as a concept**
- software project / entity
- the creators and the community around the project
- the software solution / functionality

**Software artifact**
- the binaries for different environments
- the software source code for each version
  - the multiple files or code fragments

**Versioning, granularity**

- **Project** “Inria created OCaml and Scikit-learn”
- **Release** “2D Voronoi Diagrams were introduced in CGAL 3.1.0”
- **Precise state of a project** “This result was produced using commit 0064fbd…”
- **Code fragment** “The core algorithm is in lines 101 to 143 of the file parmap.ml contained in the precise state of the project corresponding to commit 0064fbd….”
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Extrinsic and Intrinsic identifiers in a nutshell

Extrinsic identifiers: no per se relation with the designated Object

A register keeps the correspondence between the identifier and the object

pre-internet era passport number, social security number, ISBN, ISSN, etc.
internet era DOI, Handle, Ark, PURLs, RRID, etc.

Intrinsic identifiers: derived from the designated Object

No register needed to keep the correspondence between the identifier and the object

pre-internet era musical notation, chemical notation (*NaCl* is table salt)
internet era cryptographic hashes for distributed software development, Bitcoin

more in this dedicated blog post (with pointers to literature)
Meet the Software Heritage Identifiers (SWHIDs) (full spec)

An emerging standard
- in Linux Foundation’s SPDX 2.2
- IANA-registered "swh:" URI prefix
- WikiData property P6138

Examples
- Apollo 11 AGC excerpt
- Quake III rsqrt

for 20+ billions software artifacts!
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